What’s the best thing about being a College Advisor What I enjoy most is proactive students pursuing opportunities, taking advantage of networking opportunities, and encouraging their fellow students. I learned from my own experiences some of the pitfalls to avoid when pursuing your goals. I am a proud advocate for education. An investment in your education is an investment into your future. However unlike the bank, this investment provides you with a certificate of return which will give you a lifetime of rewards. I enjoy advising and I feel it is my responsibility to provide students with information for success.

Advice: It is fine not to know, this is the time you are deciding your future. Surprisingly enough even your instructors often did not know what they wanted in undergrad either. Remain open to opportunities. Everyone’s educational and career paths vary. Everyone has a lesson they learned and can share it with you. Be a Life-long learner remember you are worth the effort. Set Your GOALS. You will carry with you all the knowledge and skill you have learned.